Data are available at: <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/?term=PRJNA290552>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Substantial increases in the yield of many important crop species have been achieved over the last couple of decades \[[@pone.0174236.ref001]\], but for a number of different crop species there has been a stagnation in the improvement of yield since the late 1990s \[[@pone.0174236.ref001]--[@pone.0174236.ref003]\], indicating that breeders have to a large extent exhausted the existing tools for yield improvement. Currently, photosynthetic efficiency is regarded as one of the primary targets for the further enhancement of crop yield \[[@pone.0174236.ref001], [@pone.0174236.ref004]\]. As the overall solar energy to biomass conversion efficiency of photosynthesis is generally regarded as low \[[@pone.0174236.ref001], [@pone.0174236.ref005]\], the improvement of photosynthetic efficiency is expected to allow for substantial yield increases. Therefore, there is great interest in the development of novel tools and breeding techniques.

The plant species *Arabidopsis thaliana* has been used as a model system for the discovery of genes that are involved in growth and the accumulation of biomass \[[@pone.0174236.ref006]\]. The mechanisms of rosette development and growth of Arabidopsis plants have been well documented \[[@pone.0174236.ref007]\], and ectopic overexpression or mutation of a substantial number of so-called Intrinsic Yield Genes (IYGs) has been demonstrated to enhance the growth of Arabidopsis through various mechanisms involving the rates of cell expansion and cell division \[[@pone.0174236.ref006]\]. In some cases IYGs were also able to confer an increase in the growth of other plant species \[[@pone.0174236.ref008]--[@pone.0174236.ref010]\]. There is also variation in growth rate among natural Arabidopsis accessions, many of them being much larger than the most commonly studied wild-type accession Columbia-0 (Col-0). Through the discovery of hybrid vigor among crosses between accessions the (epi)genetic factors leading to growth and biomass increases are being established \[[@pone.0174236.ref011]--[@pone.0174236.ref014]\]. As is the case for Arabidopsis, enhancement of crop yield has mostly been achieved in single (mutant) genotypes or crosses between genotypes. These classical strategies have had a great impact on yield, but are being exhausted and will most likely not be sufficient to meet the future demands as described above.

Using Arabidopsis as a model system, we have investigated whether the artificial distortion of gene expression patterns as a novel type of epigenetic variation can trigger plants to develop rosettes with a larger surface area and to accumulate more biomass. A promising method to do so has been coined 'genome interrogation' and is originally based on the use of zinc finger artificial transcription factors (ZF-ATFs) to drastically change genome-wide transcription patterns and to induce novel phenotypes of interest \[[@pone.0174236.ref015]\]. While initially successfully applied in unicellular organisms or cell cultures \[[@pone.0174236.ref016]--[@pone.0174236.ref018]\], studies in our lab have demonstrated that genome interrogation is also possible in plants \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]--[@pone.0174236.ref021]\]. In our setup, arrays of three zinc fingers (3F) are used, which each recognize a cognate 3 base pair (bp) DNA consensus sequence of 5'-GNN-3' \[[@pone.0174236.ref022]\], with N being any of the four bases. From the sixteen 5'-GNN-3' binding ZFs, 4096 3F combinations can be generated that each function as DNA binding domains recognizing a 9 bp target sequence on average occurring once in approximately 130,000 bp of genomic DNA. When fused to an effector protein domain that is known to influence transcription of genes, ZF-ATFs can address a plethora of genomic loci simultaneously for differential expression leading to a phenotype of interest in a multicellular organism. Even in the relatively small genome of Arabidopsis each particular 9 bp sequence will on average occur approximately 1000 times. The level and potential tissue specificity of ZF-ATF expression in the organism of interest depends on the choice of the promoter controlling the transgene. In Arabidopsis the promoter of the *RPS5a* gene, which is predominantly active in embryonic and meristematic tissue \[[@pone.0174236.ref023]\], proved to be suitable for genome interrogation experiments with ZF-ATFs \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\]. In previous studies conducted in our lab aimed at finding novel mutants with enhanced somatic recombination \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\] and salinity tolerance \[[@pone.0174236.ref021]\], we have successfully used an effector domain originating from the VP16 protein of the herpes simplex virus as a potent transcriptional activator \[[@pone.0174236.ref024]\]. In the present study, we also explored the possibilities for genome interrogation in Arabidopsis using the [E]{.ul}RF-associated [A]{.ul}mphiphilic [R]{.ul}epression (EAR) motif, which originates from Arabidopsis \[[@pone.0174236.ref025], [@pone.0174236.ref026]\] and has been reported to confer dominant repressor activity on transcription factors \[[@pone.0174236.ref027]\].

Here, we describe the construction and phenotypic characterization of two collections of Arabidopsis genome interrogation lines harboring 3F-EAR encoding T-DNA constructs (\~700 lines) and 3F-VP16 encoding T-DNA constructs (\~4200 lines). A multitude of different phenotypes was found in the 3F-EAR collection, and some of the plants were substantially larger than the Col-0. Although the increase in growth of these lines is likely to have been caused by insertion and expression of a 3F-EAR encoding T-DNA construct, transformation of Col-0 plants with reconstituted T-DNA constructs encoding recovered 3F-EAR fusions did not prove a causal connection with enhanced growth. However, in the larger 3F-VP16 collection we found lines for which we were also able to prove that the 3F-VP16 expression constructs are indeed causative agents for strong increases in surface area and biomass. We further describe 3F-ATF induced transcriptomic changes that might be indicative for increased growth and biomass in Arabidopsis. Our results not only suggest that genome interrogation is a powerful tool for the manipulation of the growth and the transcriptome of Arabidopsis, but also that it can be regarded as a novel strategy to discover genes and pathways for the improvement of yield in plants.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Growth conditions and plant material {#sec003}
------------------------------------

All plants were grown on a 9:1 (vol:vol) mixture of potting soil (Horticoop B.V., Bleiswijk, The Netherlands) and sterile laboratory sand (0.3 mm---0.6 mm grains; Het Noorden B.V., Nieuwe Pekela, The Netherlands) in a climate-controlled growth chamber at a constant temperature of 20°C, 70% relative humidity, at a light intensity of approximately 200 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) generated with metal halide lamps (400 W, type HSI-TSX Britelux, Sylvania) at a 12 h photoperiod. The Arabidopsis accession Columbia-0 (Col-0) was used as wild-type and as the background genotype for all transformations.

Construction of the binary vector pRF-EAR-Kana and the collection of 3F-EAR expressing Arabidopsis lines {#sec004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The amino acid sequence of the EAR (SRDX) domain (LDLDLELRLGFA) was derived from Hiratsu *et al*. \[[@pone.0174236.ref027]\]. A double stranded oligonucleotide encoding this amino acid sequence (`5’-GGTACCGAGGCCCAGGCGGCCTCGAGAACTAGTGGCCAGGCCGGCCAATTGGATTTGGATTTGGAATTGAGATTGGGATTTGCTTAGGAGCTC-3’`; codon-optimized for Arabidopsis) with *Sfi*I sites for cloning of 3F domains was generated in a previous study \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\] and cloned into *Kpn*I and *Sac*I digested pSDM3835 \[[@pone.0174236.ref028]\]. The resulting binary vector construct, designated pRF-EAR-Kana, allows for expression of 3F domains preceded by an N-terminal FLAG-tag and an SV40 derived nuclear localization signal (NLS), fused to the C-terminal EAR domain under control of the promoter of the Arabidopsis *RPS5a* gene. The same procedure was followed for plasmid pSDM3838 \[[@pone.0174236.ref028]\], resulting in an identical coding region under control of the constitutive CaMV *35S* promoter, and was designated p35S-EAR-Kana. 3F encoding sequences from subpools 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\] were used for 3F-EAR vector library construction with more than 200 clones per pool in *E*. *coli*, apart from pools 7 and 13, which only contained about 100 clones. Each subpool of pRF-EAR-Kana plasmids encoding 3F-EAR fusions was mobilized into to the Agrobacterium strain Agl1 and was used to generate transgenic Arabidopsis plants in Col-0 background as described previously \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\].

Rosette surface area analysis of the collection of 3F-EAR lines {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Over a period of several months a total of about 700 primary transformants harboring 3F-EAR T-DNA constructs were transferred to soil. After about 3 more weeks, trays holding up to 28 plants corresponding to the same 3F pool were photographed from the top and the RSA in pixel^2^ of every plant was calculated using the 'Analyze Particles' function of ImageJ. About 100 individuals that had ≥ 80% larger RSA than the tray average were allowed to complete their life cycle and their seeds (T2 progeny) were harvested.

For more detailed RSA quantification throughout development of selected lines, approximately 50 T2 seeds of each genotype and 200 for Col-0 were sown on soil and stratified for 3 days at 4°C. At 7 dpg, the largest individuals of each 3F-EAR line (n = 7) and Col-0 (n = 100) were transferred to soil in individual 67 x 67 x 65 mm pots (Pöppelmann, Lohne, Germany). In this manner, it was ensured that the growth of possibly larger 3F-EAR plants was always compared to the growth of the largest Col-0 individuals. From 10 dpg onwards and every 3 days, RSA was determined and the lines with ≥ 20% larger RSA than Col-0 were selected at 25 dpg.

Construction of the collection of 3F-VP16 lines and screening {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------

A library of approximately 3500 3F-VP16 fusion encoding T-DNA constructs was previously constructed in the binary vector pRF-VP16-Kana \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\]. Five primary transformants (T1 plants) originating from the same subpool were placed together in a pot, and their seeds were together harvested and stored in seed bags named 'five-bags'. Among a total of 1034 five-bags, a fraction contained less complicated seed mixtures (originating from 3 or 4 primary transformant rather than 5) due to losses of plants during cultivation and occasional infertility, the latter noticed in about 4% of the T1 plants. In total, the five---bags represented the T2 progeny of 4278 T1 plants. Approximately 20 seeds from each five-bag of the 3F-VP16 seed library were sown together on soil in a single pot. The seeds were stratified on soil for 3 days at 4°C, and every pot was inspected by eye at 14 dpg to identify plants with large rosettes compared to Col-0. These individuals were isolated, transferred to fresh soil and allowed to set seeds, which were harvested.

Isolation of 3F encoding sequences from selected lines and retransformation with reconstituted T-DNA constructs {#sec007}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 3F-EAR or 3F-VP16 encoding DNA fragments were amplified by PCR from the genomic DNA of the selected 3F-ATF lines with increased RSA using a forward primer within the *RPS5a* promoter sequence (`5′-GCCCAAACCCTAAATTTCTCATC-3′`) and a reverse primer within the *NOS* terminator sequence of the T-DNA construct (`5′-CAAGACCGGCAACAGGAT-3′`). The PCR products were sequenced by Sanger sequencing (Macrogen Europe). Reconstituted pRF-EAR-Kana and pRF-VP16-Kana binary vectors were generated with the 3F fragments from the PCR products as described previously \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\]. The binary vector p35S-VP16-Kana was obtained by introduction of the CaMV *35S* promoter sequence as a *Xma*I-*Sac*I fragment into similarly digested pRF-VP16-Kana. Reconstituted p35S-VP16-Kana binary vectors were generated with PCR-derived 3F fragments. In the same fashion Col-0 plants were transformed with the reconstituted constructs as described previously \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\]. Materials like specific vectors or specific plant lines can be acquired by sending a request to the corresponding author.

RSA and biomass quantification of selected 3F-ATF lines with increased RSA and retransformant lines harboring reconstituted 3F-ATF constructs {#sec008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Approximately 50 seeds of the selected 3F-ATF lines (T2 for 3F-EAR and T3 for 3F-VP16; segregating except for VP16-02-003), the retransformant lines reconstituted from these lines (T2; segregating) and Col-0 were sown on soil. As described above, the largest Col-0, 3F-ATF and retransformant individuals were selected at 7 dpg and were each transferred to fresh soil in separate pots that were placed on a tray holding 18 transgenic individuals and 6 wild-type individuals. As every individual plant in such a grid of 24 pots is growing in the vicinity of either two (\~ 17%), three (50%) or four (\~33%) neighboring individuals, Col-0 plants were positioned in such a manner that these conditions were correspondingly represented among the Col-0 population. If every row of pots were assigned a letter (A-D), and every column a number (1--6), Col-0 individuals were grown at positions A3, B1, B5, C3, D1 and D5, respectively. The relative RSA compared to Col-0 was calculated by dividing the RSA of every individual by the average RSA of Col-0 and multiplying by 100%. Relative growth rates were calculated as described by Tessmer *et al*. \[[@pone.0174236.ref029]\]. For the quantification of biomass, the shoots of each plant were harvested at 28 dpg and fresh weight was determined. Dry weights were determined after 2 days of incubation at 60°C. All relative surface area, fresh weight and dry weight data were statistically analyzed for significant differences with Col-0 using the heteroscedastic T-Test function of Microsoft Excel 2010 (assuming unequal variance between samples). A *p*-value of 0.05 was used as a threshold for significance.

RNA extraction for RNA sequencing {#sec009}
---------------------------------

Approximately 100 seeds of Col-0 (universal control), the selected 3F-ATF lines with larger RSA than Col-0, and a mixture of lines originating from the same 3F pools as those lines, but which do not have noticeably increased RSA (referred to as 'background control samples') were sown on soil and stratified for 3 days at 4°C. The background control samples were included to allow for the identification of DEGs (differentially expressed genes) that are specific for a particular 3F-ATF expressing plant line rather than being triggered by a more generic 3F-ATF response. We chose to use three samples of different pools of 12 plants each for each plant line (therefore n = 3), in order to mitigate the effects of individual transgenic plants on the transcriptome data. We therefore followed the rationale that *in trans* acting 3F-ATFs are expected to exert dominant effects on the average transcriptomes of a collection of plants that segregate for transgene presence, while potentially interfering recessive traits due to T-DNA insertion knockout of genes should largely be masked. At 7 dpg, 36 swiftly developing individuals of each genotype were randomly picked and were transferred to individual pots in three replicates with 12 individuals per replicate. All pots were randomly distributed over trays in the greenhouse to mitigate the effect of local variation in growth conditions on the transcriptome data. The aboveground parts of each replicate of 12 plants were combined and ground to powder in liquid nitrogen with pestle and mortar at 15 dpg. Care was taken to collect the plant material in a random order between 4 and 5 hours after the onset of light. RNA was extracted from 50--100 mg of tissue powder of each replicate using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen).

RNA sequencing data analysis {#sec010}
----------------------------

A sequencing library was constructed and sequenced by Illumina sequencing (50 cycles; 50 bp single reads). Genomic reference sequences and annotations were obtained from TAIR (version TAIR10) and supplemented with fragments mapping to VP16 from pRF-VP16-Kana and EAR from pRF-EAR-Kana. We acquired raw transcriptome data that allowed for the calculation of fold-change values for 12546 genes. The splicing-aware aligner TopHat version 2.0.10, \[[@pone.0174236.ref030]\] was used to map reads, using the 'very-sensitive' and 'coverage-search' options, and allowing for a maximum intron size of 15000 bp. Secondary alignments were removed from the BAM files using SAMtools (version 0.1.18, \[[@pone.0174236.ref031]\]) and Perl. Reads aligning to annotated exons were summarized at the level of TAIR genes using HTSeq (version 0.5.3p9, \[[@pone.0174236.ref032]\]) using the 'intersection-strict' setting. At least 91% of raw sequencing reads could be uniquely assigned to a gene. Read counts were processed in R (version 3.0.2) using the edgeR package (version 3.4.2, \[[@pone.0174236.ref033]\]). Normalized expression values per gene (excluding mitochondrial and chloroplast sequences) were obtained by scaling using a robust estimate of the library size \[[@pone.0174236.ref034]\] and dividing by the mean length of the annotated transcripts in kbp. A list of all annotated genes and their normalized expression values was uploaded to NCBI as BioProject (BioProject ID: PRJNA290552). For unknown reasons one of the three replicates of VP16-05-014 had such a large sample-sample distance to the other two replicates that it was disregarded for the data analysis described in this paper. Active gene expression was distinguished from background noise using the method of Hart *et al*. \[[@pone.0174236.ref035]\]. For the determination of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) raw *p*-values were adjusted for multiple testing with the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) procedure. DEGs were determined using the Bioconductor R package DESeq2 \[[@pone.0174236.ref036]\]. When comparing the transcriptomes of the transgenic lines to those of Col-0, a relatively large number of genes could be marked as differentially expressed when using an adjusted *p*-value of 0.05 as a threshold for significance. When adding 2-fold up- or down-regulation as an additional criterion for significance, about 90% of the DEGs were lost, but at the cost of also removing relatively highly expressed genes that do not meet the 2-fold criterion, but whose changes are extremely significant and contribute to GO enrichment. As a compromise, genes were considered DEGs if their adjusted *p*-value was lower than 0.0001. The resulting list of DEGs was used as input for the PANTHER classification tool \[[@pone.0174236.ref037]\] with default parameters. GO enrichment analysis was performed using the online tool of the Gene Ontology Consortium \[[@pone.0174236.ref038]\]. All the GO terms from the biological process category with a Bonferroni corrected *p*-value lower than 0.05 were considered as significant.

RT-qPCR analysis {#sec011}
----------------

Seedlings of Col-0, VP16-02-003 (T3 generation), and the retransformant lines harboring 3F-VP16 constructs reconstituted from VP16-02-003 under control of either the *RPS5a* promoter or the *CaMV* 35S promoter (T2 generation; segregating) were grown as described above. At 15 dpg Shoots of pools of 12 plants were combined and ground to powder in liquid nitrogen with pestle and mortar. RNA was extracted from 50--100 mg of tissue powder of each pool using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed using the iScript Select cDNA Synthesis Kit (BIORAD). RT-qPCR reactions were prepared using the SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). PCR reactions were performed using the CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System (BIORAD) using primer combinations specific for either the reference genes *ATG6* (At3g61710) and *SCAMP5* (At1g32050), generating 101 bp amplicons as described by Hruz *et al*. \[[@pone.0174236.ref039]\], or a forward (`5′-ATTTACCCCCCACGACTCC-3′`) and reverse (`5′-ACCACCGTACTCGTCAATTC-3′`) primer combination for the 3F-VP16 encoding gene from VP16-02-003, generating an amplicon of 103 bp. The expression values of the 3F-VP16 encoding genes in each of the transgenic lines were normalized to the average of the expression values of both reference genes. The QPCR data can be found in the supplement ([S1 Dataset](#pone.0174236.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Results {#sec012}
=======

Construction of the collections of 3F-ATF expressing Arabidopsis lines {#sec013}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to obtain collections of plant lines expressing different ZF-ATFs, a previously generated library of 3F constructs was used \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\]. In brief, this library was composed of 15 non-overlapping subpools, each of them maximally consisting of 256 3F constructs. Each of the subpools was named after one of the sixteen 5'-GNN-3' binding ZFs that was first cloned. A 16^th^ pool (with the 5'-GAA-3' binding ZF as founder) proved to be unstable for unknown reasons \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\], and was therefore not constructed. The 3F encoding sequences were translationally fused to the VP16 transcriptional activation domain or the EAR domain by cloning them into the pRF-VP16-Kana binary vector \[[@pone.0174236.ref019]\] or a similar vector designated pRF-EAR-Kana, respectively.

The collection of Arabidopsis lines expressing 3F-VP16 fusions was generated by transformation of Col-0 plants with each of the 15 subpools separately. Over an extended period of time, a total of approximately 5400 viable primary transformants were obtained, more or less evenly distributed over the 15 different 3F-VP16 subpools. As it has been shown that 6--30% of transformants can contain multiple T-DNAs originating from different bacteria after floral dip transformation \[[@pone.0174236.ref040]\], each primary transformant (T1 generation) can harbor any of the maximally 256 different 3F-ATF encoding genes present in each subpool, or more than one in the case of simultaneous transformation with another construct. Obtaining proof that a particular 3F-ATF causes a phenotype of interest therefore requires further experimentation by retransformation with single selected constructs, a procedure which is described in more detail below.

The large majority of the 3F-VP16 expressing T1 plants did not exhibit conspicuous growth phenotypes at standard growth conditions. The handling complexity of the collection was reduced by cultivating five primary transformants originating from the same subpool together in a single pot and collecting the T2 progeny of these plants in a total number of 1034 seed bags named 'five-bags'. Assuming that T1 plants are heterozygous for a particular T-DNA insertion, it is important to note that their T2 offspring will exhibit Mendelian segregation for the 3F-VP16 encoding transgene; the T3 generation derived from individual transgenic T2 plants can be hemizygous or homozygous. Each line derived from a selected plant was assigned a code name consisting of three parts: effector domain-- 3F pool number---five-bag of origin.

In order to assess the merits of 3F-EAR encoding gene constructs for genome interrogation, we decided to generate a relatively small collection of plant lines, representing just 7 different 3F-EAR subpools. A deliberately unsaturated screening of just about 100 primary transformant lines for each subpool should then give sufficient insight in the capacity of 3F-EAR proteins to induce phenotypic changes, while ensuring that most of the primary transformants express a different one of the 256 possible 3F-EAR fusions. Therefore, a total of just over 700 viable primary transformants were cultivated and their growth was documented as described below. Subsequently, the seeds (T2 generation) of individual T1 plants were harvested and were assigned a code name as mentioned above (T2 lines).

Selection of 3F-ATF lines with increased rosette surface area {#sec014}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, rosette surface area (RSA) was used as a measure for growth, because it is a non-destructive proxy for biomass in Arabidopsis \[[@pone.0174236.ref041]\]. For selection and further study of 3F-ATF induced phenotypes, it is important to note that the concept of genome interrogation depends upon the dominant and *in trans* activity of the 3F-ATFs. Furthermore, since more than one type of 3F-ATF encoding gene construct might be present in an original transformant, a phenotype of interest can only be attributed to the activity of a specific 3F-ATF encoding gene construct when transformation of wild-type plants with single selected gene constructs retrieved from the original transformants again produces plants or plant lines exhibiting this phenotype. Through their dominant nature, 3F-ATF induced phenotypes can already become visible in T1 plants. However, *in vitro* selection procedures for obtaining antibiotic or herbicide resistant T1 plants often distort plant development. For rather subtle and/ or quantitative traits such as RSA, initial observations should be followed by analysis of a population of unselected T2 plants, grown on soil or substrate directly; although ¼ of the population can be expected to be essentially wild-type, lacking a transgene, the dominant nature of 3F-ATF induced phenotypes should ensure that phenotypes of interest will be noticed when just assessing mean values of different populations. A further advantage of screening at the level of segregating populations will be that phenotypic effects of recessive insertion mutations will be mitigated, as only ¼ of the plants might exhibit such a recessive phenotype.

Among the primary transformants harboring 3F-EAR encoding constructs there was great variation in rosette size, phenotype, leaf morphology and flowering time ([Fig 1](#pone.0174236.g001){ref-type="fig"}), clearly indicating that 3F-EAR fusions can induce phenotypic variation in Arabidopsis. To quantitatively assess the growth of 3F-EAR plants, we firstly quantified the RSA of all 700 primary transformants. Because the T1 plants were obtained through kanamycin selection, their growth could not be compared to similarly grown Col-0 plants, as these cannot be selected for with kanamycin. Also, not all plants could be raised and assessed simultaneously. Therefore, we decided to grow and compare plants to each other in batches of 28 individuals. In this way, approximately 100 primary transformants with at least 80% larger RSA than the batch average were selected for further analysis. Subsequently, the RSA of a segregating population of their T2 progeny was quantified throughout development. Again, a substantial amount of variation was observed in the RSA of the T2 progeny ([Fig 2](#pone.0174236.g002){ref-type="fig"}). For approximately one third of the 100 selected lines the mean RSA values were also larger than Col-0 in the T2 generation. Four lines that displayed the most substantial increases in RSA were selected for further analysis as described below.

![Variation in rosette phenotypes and growth characteristics among a population of primary transformants (T1) harboring 3F-EAR encoding T-DNA constructs.\
The presented individuals are representative of the extent of variation, but not in a quantitative manner. The plants were first grown on selection medium containing kanamycin, and were transferred to soil after approximately 2 weeks. The presented individuals are approximately 1 month old. The size of the individual in the right top corner is representative of a wild-type Col-0 plant at this stage of development. A truly wild-type Col-0 plant would not have survived the *in vitro* selection procedure used to obtain the transgenic plants, and was therefore not included in this Figure.](pone.0174236.g001){#pone.0174236.g001}

![Growth curves of the T2 progeny (segregating) of the 100 largest 3F-EAR primary transformants in terms of RSA (n = 100 for Col-0; n = 7 for the transgenic lines).\
The growth curve of the Col-0 is presented in black.](pone.0174236.g002){#pone.0174236.g002}

Overall, there was much less phenotypic variation among 3F-VP16 plants compared to 3F-EAR plants. Approximately 5% of the 3F-VP16 primary transformants exhibited clearly visible phenotypic differences with Col-0 in terms of for instance leaf morphology, leaf color and flowering time. When further investigated in the T2 generation, such conspicuous phenotypes often segregated in a 3:1 ratio, indicating that the phenotypes were indeed inherited in a dominant manner as expected when induced by ZF-ATFs. Since we did not collect RSA data for the seven-fold larger collection of 3F-VP16 T1 plants and for practical reasons did not store offspring of each T1 plant separately, we decided to screen for 3F-VP16 plants with relatively large RSA in a pragmatic fashion in the T2 generation, just aiming for plants with the most extreme increases in RSA. Such increases were noted in the lines VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-014 and we therefore focused on further analyzing the T3 offspring of these lines, as described below.

Quantification of RSA and further analysis of selected 3F-ATF lines {#sec015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Altogether four 3F-EAR lines (T2 generation) and two 3F-VP16 lines (T3 generation) with substantially larger RSA than Col-0 were selected from the 3F-ATF libraries. Subsequently, a comparative analysis of RSA was performed to verify this selection and to assess the performance of each of these 3F-ATF lines compared to Col-0 in more detail. The overall increase in RSA of the lines compared to Col-0 ranged from approximately 20% to 55% at 25 dpg ([Fig 3A](#pone.0174236.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In terms of leaf number at 25 dpg, VP16-02-003 plants showed a significant and substantial increase of 24% compared to Col-0 plants ([Fig 3B](#pone.0174236.g003){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the increase in RSA is for a great deal attributable to faster rosette development. For the other lines, however, the increase in leaf number was less than 7%, indicating that the RSA increases were predominantly caused by increases in leaf area.

![**A**) Quantification of the relative RSA of the selected 3F-EAR lines (T2; segregating) and 3F-VP16 lines (T3; only VP16-05-014 segregating) compared to Col-0 at 25 dpg. The RSA of each plant was calculated in terms of percentage of the average of Col-0. Error bars represent SEM values (n = 182 for Col-0, n = 16--18 for the transgenic lines). Significant differences with the Col-0 are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05). **B**) Number of true leaves with discernable petioles at 25 dpg. Error bars represent SEM values (n = 36 for Col-0, n = 16--18 for the transgenic lines). Significant increases compared to Col-0 indicated by asterisks (\*) (*p* \< 0.05). **C)** Overview of the rosette phenotypes of the selected 3F-ATF lines (25 dpg), and of the 9 bp DNA recognition sequences of the 3Fs that were isolated from them. The presented individuals had RSA values closest to the average value found for their genotypes.](pone.0174236.g003){#pone.0174236.g003}

Sequence analysis of PCR products that were retrieved from the six selected larger plant lines showed that all lines contained 3F-ATF encoding genes with different predicted DNA recognition sites ([Fig 3C](#pone.0174236.g003){ref-type="fig"}). T3 populations of VP16-02-003 plants had a remarkably uniform appearance, with all individuals being substantially larger than Col-0 throughout development ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We also did not observe segregation for kanamycin resistance among T3 VP16-02-003 plants, indicating that the original VP16-02-003 plant that was isolated in the T2 generation must have already been homozygous for the T-DNA insertion involved in enhanced RSA. VP16-02-003 plants started bolting at approximately 28 dpg at a 12 h photoperiod (one week earlier than Col-0) and developed substantially larger inflorescences which produced only few viable seeds. Although VP16-02-003 plants had a much higher yield in terms of RSA, this was therefore not reflected by seed yield. All other transgenic plant lines bolted later than 28 dpg at about the same time as Col-0 plants, and had normal seed set.

![Growth curves of the wild-type Col-0, VP16-02-003 (T3) and retransformants reconstituted from VP16-02-003 (T2; segregating) (n = 48 for Col-0, n = 15--18 for the transgenic lines).\
Significant differences with Col-0 at 28 dpg are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05). For each line the average normalized expression values of the 3F-VP16 construct as determined by RT-qPCR analysis at 15 dpg are provided. For the lines with significantly larger RSA than Col-0 the average relative growth rate between 10 and 28 dpg and the total number of with discernable petioles at 28 dpg are provided. Significant differences with Col-0 are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05).](pone.0174236.g004){#pone.0174236.g004}

The effect of the isolated 3F-ATF encoding T-DNA constructs on the growth of Arabidopsis {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether the 3F-ATF encoding genes from the six selected lines ([Fig 3](#pone.0174236.g003){ref-type="fig"}) were indeed the causative agents for increased RSA, reconstituted T-DNA constructs were generated harboring the 3F sequences that had been isolated from these lines. Col-0 plants were transformed with these reconstituted T-DNA constructs and RSA of a segregating population of T2 retransformant plants was analyzed throughout development. The T2 retransformant lines harboring reconstituted 3F-EAR constructs did not exhibit any clear increases in RSA compared to Col-0, indicating that they were not the direct causative agents for increased RSA, or that they induced RSA in the original mutant lines in a rather intricate manner possibly dependent on the genomic T-DNA integration locus.

Five out of the eight retransformant lines reconstituted from the original VP16-02-003 line displayed a larger RSA than Col-0 throughout development ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}). At 28 dpg, these differences were in all cases significant at *p* \< 0.05 ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}), except for retransformant line 3, which had a larger RSA at *p* \< 0.07. The significant increases in RSA were in the cases of three out of five retransformant lines reflected by significant increases in the total number of leaves at 28 dpg ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the increase in RSA of these lines can be attributed to an increase in both leaf number and area, as was also found for the original VP16-02-003 line ([Fig 3](#pone.0174236.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The increases in absolute RSA were however not accompanied by significant changes in relative growth rate ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the original VP16-02-003 line and the retransformant lines do not grow faster than Col-0, but achieve an increase in RSA through the amplification of a small difference in RSA with the same relative growth rate. With the majority of the retransformant lines having a larger RSA than Col-0, and with the increases being comparable to or even higher than the increase noted for the original VP16-02-003 line, we concluded that the expression of the 3F-VP16 encoding T-DNA construct from VP16-02-003 induced an increase in the RSA of Arabidopsis plants. Among the different retransformant lines the ones with the largest RSA also had the lowest relative expression of the 3F-VP16 construct ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Among the T2 retransformant plants there was variation in leaf morphology, shape and number throughout development which started to become clearly visible between 13 and 16 dpg, and which can likely be attributed to segregation of the transgene. In contrast to the original VP16-02-003 line, all retransformant plants had wild-type levels of fertility. The retransformant lines that were significantly larger than Col-0 exhibited increases in RSA ranging from 20 to 80% when quantified at 28 dpg, and had an increased number of leaves which were slightly lanceolate in shape ([S1A Fig](#pone.0174236.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among the population of T2 retransformant plants there were individuals that were substantially larger than the largest Col-0 individual in the population ([S1B Fig](#pone.0174236.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that the 3F-VP16 construct from VP16-02-003 introduced variation in RSA reaching beyond the variation that can be produced by the Col-0 background genotype itself. Five out of the eight retransformant lines reconstituted from the original VP16-02-003 line also had a significantly higher relative fresh weight ([Fig 5A](#pone.0174236.g005){ref-type="fig"}) and dry weight ([Fig 5B](#pone.0174236.g005){ref-type="fig"}) than Col-0 at 28 dpg, thereby confirming the correlation between RSA and biomass. The average relative increases in fresh weight ([Fig 5A](#pone.0174236.g005){ref-type="fig"}) and dry weight ([Fig 5B](#pone.0174236.g005){ref-type="fig"}) of these T2 retransformant lines varied from approximately 30 to 110%, with the increases for the original VP16-02-003 line being 65% and 74%, respectively.

![Quantification of the relative fresh weight (A) and the relative dry weight (B) of VP16-02-003 plants (T3, non-segregating) and retransformant plants reconstituted from VP16-02-003 (T2; segregating) compared to the Col-0 (28 dpg).\
The fresh and dry weights of each plant were calculated in terms of percentage of the average of Col-0. Error bars represent SEM values (n = 48 for Col-0, n = 15--18 for the transgenic lines). Significant increases compared to Col-0 are indicated by the letter 'a' (*p* \< 0.05), and significant decreases are indicated by the letter 'b' (*p* \< 0.05).](pone.0174236.g005){#pone.0174236.g005}

Through retransformation with a 3F-VP16 construct reconstituted from the original VP16-05-014 line (T3 generation) we found that two out of the five T2 retransformant lines constructed in this way displayed a significantly larger absolute RSA than Col-0 from 16 dpg and onwards ([S2 Fig](#pone.0174236.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which was also not accompanied by noticeable changes in relative growth rate. Therefore, these results indicated that the 3F-VP16 construct from VP16-05-014 is also capable of inducing an increase in RSA *in trans* and in a dominant manner. Analogous observations could be made in terms of fresh weight ([S3A Fig](#pone.0174236.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and dry weight ([S3B Fig](#pone.0174236.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in which cases the overall increases varied from approximately 4 to 30%, respectively. While almost all RSA increases were highly reproducible, it could sometimes not be demonstrated for VP16-05-014 segregating lines ([S2 Fig](#pone.0174236.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and was never found in a VP16-05-014 T3 line that did not segregate for T-DNA presence. Nevertheless, our data demonstrate that we have isolated two different and portable 3F-VP16 encoding T-DNA constructs that can induce a significant increase in both RSA and biomass in Arabidopsis.

The effect of 3F-VP16 expression driven by the CaMV *35S* promoter {#sec017}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Both the VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-014 lines harbor 3F-VP16 encoding T-DNA constructs of which the expression is driven by the promoter of the Arabidopsis *RPS5a* gene, which is primarily active in meristematic tissue. As these constructs already induced substantial increases in both RSA and biomass, we considered it possible that constitutive overexpression of the 3F-VP16 fusions would lead to an even further enhancement of RSA and biomass. To investigate this, reconstituted 3F-VP16 encoding sequences from the original VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-014 lines were placed under control of the constitutive CaMV *35S* promoter, and the RSA of segregating populations of T2 retransformant plants harboring these constructs was quantified throughout development. Remarkably, the majority of these retransformant lines now had smaller RSA throughout development compared to Col-0 ([S4](#pone.0174236.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pone.0174236.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs), indicating that constitutive and/or high levels of expression of these 3F-VP16 fusions can lead to a negative rather than a positive effect on the growth of Arabidopsis. By means of RT-qPCR, we found that CaMV *35S* promoter driven expression led to 2- to 15-fold increases in 3F-VP16 transcript levels in T2 plants compared to when expression was driven by the *RPS5A* promoter ([S4 Fig](#pone.0174236.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Transcriptome analysis of 3F-EAR lines {#sec018}
--------------------------------------

RNA sequencing was performed to investigate the 3F-ATF induced changes in gene expression patterns leading to the enhancement of RSA in the selected 3F-EAR lines. Line EAR-01-053 was randomly withdrawn from the transcriptome analysis, as it necessitated the sampling of a separate background pool. Of the three remaining lines, EAR-13-68, EAR-15-025 and EAR-15-053, the latter two could be compared to the same background pool. The transcriptomes of these three 3F-EAR expressing lines with increased RSA exhibited approximately 300 to 500 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) compared to Col-0. ([Fig 6](#pone.0174236.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0174236.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar numbers of DEGs compared to Col-0 were found for the background control samples of plants expressing a random selection of related 3F-EAR constructs ([Fig 6](#pone.0174236.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0174236.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When subtracting the cognate 'background DEGs' from the DEGs observed in the 3F-EAR lines with increased RSA, only about half of the DEGs remained ([S1 Table](#pone.0174236.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, a large fraction of the transcriptomic changes in the 3F-EAR lines might have been triggered by expression of the EAR domain itself, regardless of the translational fusion to a 3F domain. In total 157 DEGs compared to Col-0 were shared between the transcriptomes of the three 3F-EAR lines with increased RSA, with the majority of them (116) also being shared by the two background samples ([Fig 6](#pone.0174236.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, 33 of the 157 DEGs (21%) appeared to be nuclear encoded chloroplast proteins ([S2 Table](#pone.0174236.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since 2039 of the 12546 expressed genes (16.5%), divided among all treatments in our transcriptomics data were annotated in the TAIR10 database as localized in the chloroplasts, apparently there has been some enrichment for the expression of chloroplast proteins. This enrichment becomes even more apparent if only the common DEGs of the original EAR and VP16 lines are taken into account (VP16-02-003, VP16-05-014, EAR-13-68, EAR-15-25 and EAR-15-53). This group consists of 30 downregulated genes and 4 upregulated genes ([S2 Dataset](#pone.0174236.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of these 34 genes 28% are predicted to be present in chloroplasts.

![Venn diagrams of Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the Col-0 in the RNA sequencing data sets of the indicated 3F-EAR transgenic lines (*p* \< 0.0001).\
'Background' refers to RNA expression data derived from the pool of lines expressing 3F-EAR fusions similar to the specific 3F-EAR fusion expressed in the selected lines, but without a noticeable increase in RSA. **A**) Upregulated DEGs. **B**) Downregulated DEGs.](pone.0174236.g006){#pone.0174236.g006}

Of the 157 DEGs that were shared between the 3F-EAR lines with increased RSA, 104 were upregulated and 53 were downregulated compared to Col-0 ([S2 Table](#pone.0174236.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). GO enrichment analysis for the upregulated genes showed an almost exclusive enrichment for categories of genes directly or indirectly involved in photosynthesis and other light regulated processes ([S3 Table](#pone.0174236.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the downregulated genes there was enrichment for just three categories involved in rhythmic or circadian processes ([S3 Table](#pone.0174236.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The enrichments of categories among the 116 DEGs shared by all 3F-EAR lines ([S4 Table](#pone.0174236.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was highly similar to that found for all 157 DEGs compared to Col-0 ([S5 Table](#pone.0174236.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Only 10 of the 157 DEGs compared to Col-0 were specifically shared between the three 3F-EAR lines with larger RSA and were thus not found in the two background control pools ([S2 Table](#pone.0174236.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These 10 DEGs were all upregulated compared to Col-0, indicating that these genes are unlikely to be primary targets for 3F-EAR transcription factors, as these should mediate gene repression rather than activation. Seven of them (70%) were annotated as nuclear encoded chloroplast proteins while two other genes (At1g23310 and At3g147700) were likely to be involved in photorespiration and sucrose transport, respectively. Up to four of these genes (At4g32770, At4g34350, At5g52570, and At5g67030) might be involved in the broad sense of isoprenoid/terpenoid metabolism or more specifically in carotenoid/xanthophyll metabolism ([S6 Table](#pone.0174236.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Transcriptome analysis of 3F-VP16 lines {#sec019}
---------------------------------------

The 3F-VP16 lines VP16-02-003 and VP16-005-014 had 1539 and 272 DEGs compared to Col-0, respectively ([Fig 7](#pone.0174236.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Table](#pone.0174236.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast to the transcriptomes of the 3F-EAR lines, the number of background DEGs compared to Col-0 was very limited ([Fig 7](#pone.0174236.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Table](#pone.0174236.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This clearly indicated that the transcriptomic changes in the 3F-VP16 lines were not so much due to the expression of the VP16 domain itself, but were predominantly caused by the activity of the complete 3F-ATF fusions. Subtraction of the cognate background DEGs made little difference in this respect, leaving 237 DEGs compared to Col-0 shared between VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-014 ([Fig 7](#pone.0174236.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Table](#pone.0174236.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Several of the 3F-VP16 induced transcriptional changes that were found associated with an increase in RSA thus seem to be shared by VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-014, despite the fact that the predicted 9 bp DNA recognition sites of their 3F domains are very different ([Fig 3C](#pone.0174236.g003){ref-type="fig"}). As the presence of both different cognate 9 bp target sequences in the regulatory regions of the corresponding genes is very unlikely, such shared DEGs might much rather reflect a correlation with the shared phenotype, in this case plants with larger RSA. When looking specifically at the occurrence of potential 3F target sites within the promoter regions of the DEGs noted for the VP16-02-03 and VP-16-05-14 lines compared to Col-0, the predicted GGT-GAT-GGA recognition site for VP16-02-003 occurred in total 5 times among 1539 DEGs, while the GTA-GTA-GAG site for VP16-05-014 occurred 4 times among 272 DEGs. These frequencies were not different from random occurrence. When the DEGs shared by VP16-05-014 and VP16-02-003 were searched with the ZF recognition sites of VP16-05-014 and VP16-02-003 allowing for mismatches within the GNN-triplets for either one or both the Ns, we also did not find any significant enrichment for a particular 9 bp sequence in their promoters ([S3 Dataset](#pone.0174236.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Venn diagrams of Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the wild-type Col-0 in the RNA sequencing data sets of the indicated 3F-EAR transgenic lines (*p* \< 0.0001).\
'Background' refers to RNA expression data derived from the pool of lines expressing 3F-VP16 fusions similar to the specific 3F-VP16 fusion expressed in the selected lines, but without a noticeable increase in RSA. **A**) Upregulated DEGs. **B**) Downregulated DEGs.](pone.0174236.g007){#pone.0174236.g007}

The 237 shared DEGs ([S8 Table](#pone.0174236.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were subjected to GO enrichment analysis. For the 146 DEGs that were upregulated compared to Col-0, the enriched GO categories were rather broadly defined ([S9 Table](#pone.0174236.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), giving few definitive clues about the type of changes that are directly causal for an increase in RSA. GO analysis was much more outspoken for the 93 downregulated genes, where 4 out of 12 categories could be assigned to pathways involving sulfate reduction and synthesis of sulfur containing compounds ([S9 Table](#pone.0174236.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Obviously, these genes are unlikely primary target genes, as the initial 3F-VP16 induced transcriptional changes transcriptional changes are likely to be stimulatory.

Discussion {#sec020}
==========

In this study, we have described the construction and phenotypic characterization of two collections of Arabidopsis genome interrogation lines harboring 3F-EAR and 3F-VP16 artificial transcription factor encoding genes. There was extensive variation in the phenotype and RSA of 3F-EAR plants which was accompanied by a multitude of transcriptomic changes. In the case of two 3F-VP16 lines we could show that the 3F-VP16 constructs were causal for a significant increase in RSA and biomass, most likely through highly specific 3F-VP16 induced transcriptomic changes.

Selection of primary T1 transgenic seedlings on antibiotic containing medium and subsequent transfer to soil can considerably interfere with normal plant development. Our screening strategy for the isolation of 3F-EAR mutant lines with increased RSA therefore relied on making an early selection of 100 out of 700 T1 plants with a markedly larger RSA (at least 80%) compared to the mean RSA value determined for a total batch of 28 simultaneously raised T1 plants harboring similar 3F-EAR expression constructs. This early selection was then followed by a second selection based on a comparison of the RSA of their T2 progeny with Col-0 plants when all plant lines were grown on soil without antibiotic selection. If RSA data obtained for T1 plants are indicative for RSAs observed for the T2 progeny, an enrichment for larger plant lines can be expected. Although we did not pursue further experimentation to investigate whether such an enrichment for larger plant lines after the first screening had indeed occurred, we were readily able to select four lines with substantial and significant RSA increases compared to Col-0 using this stepwise protocol. Despite the successful isolation of these lines, the majority of the T2 plants derived from the 100 initially selected T1 plants did not exhibit larger RSA compared to Col-0. This might be best explained by the fact that the expression of 3F-EAR proteins has a generic negative effect on plant growth. In that manner, 3F-EAR expression constructs which promote growth have to overcome these negative effects before they can stimulate plant growth compared to Col-0. Our transcriptome data also suggest that expression of EAR fusion proteins can lead to shared gene expression changes, as further discussed below. The possibility of a generic negative effect of the EAR domain on plant growth can be of interest to researchers that apply CRES-T (Chimeric REpressor gene Silencing Technology \[[@pone.0174236.ref042]\]) to investigate the role of transcription factors by expressing translational fusions with an EAR (SRDX) domain, turning these transcription factors into negative regulators of cognate target genes. Most likely due to experimental differences regarding the source of tissues and the promoters used for transgene expression, meta-analysis of our transcriptomics data and those published by others for plants expressing EAR fusion proteins did not reveal any shared DEGs.

The screening of the 3F-VP16 library for lines with RSA phenotypes was more pragmatic, just aimed at the isolation of the largest plants by visual and by no means allowing for any quantitative assessment of the frequency of larger RSA phenotypes. While performing this screening, observed relatively little phenotypic and RSA variation among the plants of this library in comparison to the 3F-EAR library. Considering its history (allowing T1 plants to set T2 seed before doing any screening) it is possible that the T2 population of 3F-VP16 plants was enriched for 3F-ATF constructs with rather mild phenotypic effects because severely affected T1 plants did not or only marginally contribute to the T2 collection. Nevertheless, two 3F-VP16 lines with larger RSA than Col-0 were found in the present study and many several salt resistant lines in another screening \[[@pone.0174236.ref021]\], demonstrating that the collection of 3F-VP16 lines harbors very interesting mutant phenotypes.

The majority of the retransformant lines harboring T-DNA constructs that were reconstituted from the selected 3F-VP16 lines displayed an increase in RSA compared to Col-0, whereas the increases found for the selected 3F-EAR lines could not be reproduced by means of retransformation experiments. As already indicated above, growth promoting 3F-EAR constructs might have to overcome a generic negative effect of the EAR domain on plant growth before any increases over Col-0 plants can be noticed. In this respect, it is interesting to note that all investigated 3F-EAR lines with increased RSA and all background pools shared 116 DEGs compared to Col-0, which is about 30--40% of all DEGs observed ([Fig 6](#pone.0174236.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0174236.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These 116 DEGs were enriched for GO categories involved in photosynthetic and light regulated processes as well as circadian rhythm ([S5 Table](#pone.0174236.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One hypothesis could be that these DEGs are detrimental to plant growth. Alternatively, one could hypothesize that these generic changes in gene expression might help to set the stage for the development of larger plants when growth promoting 3F-EAR fusions are expressed. In both scenarios, the 10 DEGs compared to Col-0 that were specifically shared between the three selected plant lines with increased RSA ([S2](#pone.0174236.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pone.0174236.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables) might be examples of genes whose differential expression can contribute to the actual development of the phenotype. With 4 of the 10 DEGs involved in the pathway leading to xanthophyll biosynthesis ([S6 Table](#pone.0174236.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it is tempting to speculate that the presence of a particular xanthophyll or precursors thereof contributes to the development of larger plants. Xanthophylls are known to be involved in protecting the photosynthetic machinery from oxidative damage, most notably by quenching excess light energy, a process referred to as non-photochemical quenching \[[@pone.0174236.ref043]\]. In that manner, it could be envisaged that plant growth might be stimulated in the selected 3F-EAR expressing lines, but we have not yet further substantiated this lead. In the case of the selected 3F-VP16 lines, we were able to clearly provide the proof of principle of genome interrogation through retransformation with the reconstituted 3F-VP16 constructs. Although based on these observations it might be tempting to state that 3F-VP16 fusions are more useful for genome interrogation than 3F-EAR fusions, this would depend on the types of mutants screened for, the extent of phenotypic variation required to be generated and the experimental conditions used to perform the screening.

With the majority of the VP16-02-003 retransformant lines having a larger RSA than Col-0 proof was obtained that expression of the 3F-VP16 encoding T-DNA construct from VP16-02-003 can induce an increase in the RSA of Arabidopsis plants in a dominant manner ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Since relative growth rate between 10 and 28 dpg were very similar, larger RSA values of the retransformant lines must therefore be attributed to enhanced growth during early developmental stages. Interestingly, the retransformant lines with the largest RSA also had the lowest relative expression of the 3F-VP16 construct at 15 dpg ([Fig 4](#pone.0174236.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The idea that higher expression levels of the construct might be counterproductive in terms of the induction of changes in growth was further corroborated using the CaMV *35S* promoter, where the highest expression levels were found in lines with the smallest RSA values ([S4 Fig](#pone.0174236.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, it seems that the growth promoting effect of the 3F-VP16 construct is specifically exerted during an early stage of embryo or seedling development, a period in which the *RPS5A* promoter is very active. At later stages, *pRPS5A* driven gene expression is downregulated \[[@pone.0174236.ref023]\], thus prohibiting negative effects of untimely overexpression. Promoter choice can thus very much affect the outcome of genome interrogation experiments.

In the 3F-VP16 lines with increased RSA, we found a multitude of highly 3F specific transcriptomic changes while there were relatively few changes in the background control samples. Interestingly, the large majority (87%) of the original 272 DEGs noted for VP16-05-014 were shared by VP16-02-003 as DEGs that correlated with the development of larger plants.

While the shared upregulated genes did not provide clear leads towards further understanding the development of the larger phenotype, the downregulated gene genes were significantly enriched for genes involved in sulfate metabolism and the further synthesis of the sulfur containing glucosinolates ([S8 Table](#pone.0174236.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Most notably, the downregulated genes At4G14680 (*APS3*; ATP-sulfurylase 3), At2G14750 (*APK1*; adenyl sulfate kinase 1), and At4G39940 (*APK2*; adenyl sulfate kinase 2) are involved in the first steps of sulfate reduction and primary sulfate accumulation, processes essential for higher plant survival. However, these genes are members of small gene families with functional redundancy \[[@pone.0174236.ref044]\], and their downregulation in the two lines with increased RSA is far from complete, so severe phenotypes might not be expected. Regardless, it might be interesting to note that VP16-02-003 exhibited reduced seed set, a phenomenon that has been connected to sulfur deficiency \[[@pone.0174236.ref045]\]. However, as we did not observe reduced seed set in any of the retransformant lines, it might be that this particular aspect of the phenotype of the original line was caused by an extra mutation, such as an integrated T-DNA copy elsewhere in the genome. At present, we can only speculate why differential regulation of sulfur assimilation and glucosinolate biosynthesis can produce larger plants. Since sulfate reduction primarily occurs in chloroplasts \[[@pone.0174236.ref044]\] and preferably in the light \[[@pone.0174236.ref046]\], it might be that the reducing capacity of these organelles can now be more allocated to carbon fixation.

It should be noted that by analyzing the transcriptomes of the 3F-ATF lines at a fixed time point could mean that DEGs are found due to differences in developmental stage rather than being causal for RSA increases. Nevertheless, these types of changes ultimately reflect the phenotypic differences induced by 3F-ATF action. Also, there were clear differences between the 3F-VP16 lines and 3F-EAR lines with larger RSA in terms of enrichments for GO categories, meaning that increases in RSA can be achieved through different mechanisms. This is also likely to be due to the opposing activities of the EAR and VP16 effector domains. The overlap in DEGs among the 3F-EAR lines, and similarly so for the larger 3F-VP16 lines, could indicate that either the initial 3F-ATF triggered changes in gene expression were already partly overlapping, or that such an overlap started to occur further downstream. With hundreds of predicted potential binding sites for individual 3F domains being present in the Arabidopsis genome, an overlap of some primary target genes with recognition sites for more than one 3F domain in the gene control region is easily envisaged. Certainly so when taking in account that DNA recognition by ZF modules is not fully specific \[[@pone.0174236.ref022]\] and that many sites similar to the predicted target site might thus be recognized as well. Further channeling of downstream events by endogenous transcriptional regulators triggered along the process could then lead to a similar phenotype and a largely similar transcriptome.

One must expect that primary 3F-ATF target genes harbor a 3F binding site within their regulatory domains. Yet, analyses of 1000 bp upstream regions of DEGs for the occurrence of predicted 9 bp target sites or close derivatives thereof ([S3 Dataset](#pone.0174236.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) did not show any significant enrichment for such sites, neither for the VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-14 lines, nor for the selected 3F-EAR lines where none of the 9 bp motifs occurred in the upstream regions of 3F-EAR specific DEGs. We can only speculate about the reason. First of all, the complete gene control region will often exceed the most proximal 1000 bp upstream region. Furthermore, important (causal) primary target genes might not have reached the threshold values for calling them expressed or differentially expressed. It should also be realized that target sites identified by *in silico* analysis can be unavailable for transcription factor binding *in vivo* due to a condensed chromatin structure.

The lack of enrichment for possibly expected GO categories that are immediately attributable to growth, such as cell expansion or cell division, might be surprising. However, finding GO categories via DEGs necessarily implies that a significantly large fraction of the entries for a category are also prone to differential gene expression, which might simply not be the case; genes belonging to a category can be rather constitutively expressed, not easily or never becoming DEGs. In that manner, our results illustrate that particular phenotypical characteristics, including transcriptomics data, are not necessarily in line with previously conceived ideas. Of course, genome interrogation is not the only strategy to discover plants with enhanced growth. Larger plants have also been discovered in EMS treated populations \[[@pone.0174236.ref047]\] or as consequence of heterosis \[[@pone.0174236.ref048]\]. In terms of efficacy, it is difficult to compare different methods, as the level of saturation of screenings might differ widely. Our study showed that larger plants can be obtained using genome interrogation, even by a rather pragmatic screening of a rather limited number of transformed plant lines. Moreover, 3F-VP16 encoding gene constructs proved to be portable elements that can simply confer the observed phenotype of interest to native plant lines in a dominant manner. Apart from generating the means to bring a particular phenotype under experimental control, genome interrogation can thus provide new avenues for further exploring plant development.

Conclusions {#sec021}
===========

Overall, we have isolated Arabidopsis lines with enhanced growth characteristics from both 3F-ATF libraries at relatively high frequencies. The use of genome interrogation enabled us to introduce variation in the growth and transcriptome of Arabidopsis and can in principle be applied to break through the figurative yield barrier of any plant species of interest.

Supporting information {#sec022}
======================

###### A to scale overview of the phenotypes and sizes of wild-type Col-0 plants, VP16-02-003 plants (T3) and plants of retransformant lines reconstituted from VP16-02-003 that have significantly larger RSA than the wild-type Col-0 (T2; segregating).

**A**) Representative individuals of Col-0 (out of 48 plants), VP16-02-003 and retransformant lines harboring a T-DNA construct reconstituted from VP16-02-003. The transgenics that are larger than Col-0 have slightly lanceolate shaped leaves and exhibit an increase in the number of leaves (28 dpg). **B**) The largest individuals of the indicated genotypes in terms of RSA among the analyzed population of plants at 28 dpg.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Growth curves of the Col-0, VP16-05-014 (T3; segregating) and retransformants reconstituted from VP16-05-014 (T2; segregating) (n = 36 for Col-0, n = 18 for the other genotypes).

In this experiment we were not able to reproduce the increase in RSA of VP16-05-014. Significant differences with Col-0 at 28 dpg are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05). For each genotype the average relative growth rate is provided.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Quantification of the relative fresh weight (A) and dry weight (B) of wild-type Col-0 plants, VP16-05-014 plants (T3; segregating) and retransformant plants reconstituted from VP16-05-014 (T2; segregating) compared to the wild-type Col-0 (28 dpg).

The fresh and dry weights of plants of the indicated genotypes was calculated in terms of percentage of the average of Col-0. Error bars represent SEM values (n = 36 for Col-0, n = 18 for the other genotypes). Significant differences with Col-0 are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05). In this experiment we were not able to reproduce the increase in biomass of VP16-05-014.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Growth curves of the wild-type Col-0, VP16-02-003 (T3) and retransformants reconstituted from VP16-02-003 in the binary vector construct p35S-VP16-Kana (T2; segregating) (n = 84 for Col-0, n = 11--18 for the transgenic lines).

Significant differences with Col-0 at 27 dpg are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05). For each genotype the average relative growth rate is provided. For a selection of the genotypes the average normalized expression values of the 3F-VP16 construct as determined by RT-qPCR analysis is provided.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Growth curves of the wild-type Col-0, VP16-05-014 (T3) and retransformants reconstituted from VP16-05-014 in the binary vector construct p35S-VP16-Kana (T2; segregating) (n = 84 for Col-0, n = 11--18 for the transgenic lines).

Significant differences with Col-0 at 27 dpg are indicated by an \* (*p* \< 0.05). For each genotype the average relative growth rate is provided.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Overview of Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the wild-type Col-0 in the RNA sequencing data sets of the indicated 3F-EAR transgenic lines (*p* \< 0.0001).

'Background' refers to RNA expression data derived from the pool of lines expressing 3F-EAR fusions similar to the specific 3F-EAR fusion expressed in the selected lines, but without a noticeable increase in RSA. 'Overlap' refers to the DEGs shared in a column.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Overview of the 157 Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the wild-type Col-0 that are shared in the RNA sequencing data sets of the 3F-EAR transgenic lines EAR-13-68, EAR-15-025 and EAR-15-053 (*p* \< 0.0001).

The 10 DEGs that were not found in the transcriptomes of background pools are shaded in grey.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Overview of significantly enriched GO categories (*p* \< 0.05) found for the 104 upregulated (Up) and 53 downregulated (Down) DEGs compared to the wild-type Col-0 that are shared in the RNA sequencing data sets of the three larger 3F-EAR transgenic lines, EAR-13-68, EAR-15-025 and EAR-15-053.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Overview of the 116 Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the Col-0 that are shared in all RNA sequencing data sets derived from 3F-EAR transgenic lines and background pools (*p* \< 0.0001).
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###### Overview of significantly enriched GO categories (*p* \< 0.05) found for the 24 upregulated (Up) and 92 downregulated (Down) DEGs compared to the Col-0 that are shared in the RNA sequencing data sets derived from 3F-EAR transgenic lines and background pools.
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###### Overview of significantly enriched GO categories (*p* \< 0.05) found for the selection of 10 out of 157 DEGs compared to the Col-0 that are shared in the RNA sequencing data sets of the three larger 3F-EAR transgenic lines, but are not found in the transcriptomes of background pools.
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###### Overview of Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the Col-0 in the RNA sequencing data sets of the indicated 3F-VP16 transgenic lines (*p* \< 0.0001).

'Background' refers to RNA expression data derived from the pool of lines expressing 3F-VP16 fusions similar to the specific 3F-VP16 fusion expressed in the selected lines, but without a noticeable increase in RSA. 'Overlap' refers to the DEGs shared in a column.
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###### Overview of the 239 Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) compared to the Col-0 that are shared in the RNA sequencing data sets of the two larger 3F-VP16 transgenic lines, VP16-02-003 and VP16-005-014 (*p* \< 0.0001).

The 2 DEGs that were also found in the transcriptomes of background pools are shaded.
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###### Overview of significantly enriched GO categories (*p* \< 0.05) found for the 146 upregulated (Up) and 93 downregulated (Down) DEGs compared to the wild-type Col-0 that are shared in the RNA sequencing data sets of the two larger 3F-VP16 transgenic lines, VP16-02-003 and VP16-005-014.
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###### Cq values of QPCR on Col-0, VP16-02-003 and the retransformant lines harboring 3F-VP16 constructs reconstituted from VP16-02-003 under control of either the *RPS5a* promoter or the *CaMV* 35S promoter.
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###### ZF motif search of DEGs shared by VP16-02-003 and VP16-05-014 allowing for one or two mismatches at the 2th and 3th nucleotide of each GNN-triplet.
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